PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE

OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE POLICE TRAINING OFFICIALS

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

DECEMBER 29, 1948
CONFERENCE AGENDA

Association of College Police Training Officials

Durant Hotel, Berkeley, California
9:00 a.m. - 29 December 1948

1. Minutes of previous meetings

2. Report of Committee on the Constitution and By-Laws. Prof. V. A. Leonard, Chairman

3. Curricula
   a. Standardization of individual courses and establishment of transfer value. (Lower division; undergraduate; graduate)
   b. Scope of program.
   c. Standardization of programs at comparable institutions.
   d. Admission of general student body to some or all of courses. Should some courses be made a part of citizenship training for all undergraduates?

4. Research
   a. Clearing house for proposed and present research projects.
   b. Joint participation in research
   c. Promotion of financial support in research

5. In-service training responsibilities of an academic department. (Institute or short-course training)

6. Faculty recruitment

7. Admission requirements for students. Should students be screened and unqualified eliminated from training program.

8. Promoting employment possibilities for graduates
   a. Stimulating demand on part of public administrators
   b. Civil service or appointment preferments

9. Publication of a journal

10. Professional fraternity

11. New business

12. Election of officers

13. Selection of next meeting place

Lunch and dinner will be served in the conference room at 12:30 and 6:30 P.M.
THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE
of the
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE POLICE TRAINING OFFICIALS

DATE: December 29, 1948
PLACE: Durant Hotel, Berkeley, California
CALLED BY: President, O. W. Wilson

PERSONNEL OF THE CONFERENCE:

1. August Vollmer, President Emeritus, Retired, Professor of Police Administration, University of California, 923 Euclid, Berkeley, Phone Land 4-5158

2. O. W. Wilson, President, Professor of Police Administration and Director of the Bureau of Criminology, University of California, 301 South Hall, University of California, Phone Ash 3-6000, Ext. 441

3. V. A. Leonard, Professor of Police Administration, State College of Washington, Pullman, Washington

4. Willard E. Schmidt, Director, Police School, San Jose State College, San Jose, California, Phone Ballard 7800, Ext. 212

5. A. M. Kidd, Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley

6. William Dienstein, Coordinator, Criminology Curriculum and Associate Professor of Criminology, Fresno State College, Fresno, California


8. Charles H. Hine, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Toxicology, University of California Medical School, and Lecturer in Criminology, University of California, Phone Montrose 4-3600, Ext. 333
9. Franklin M. Kreml, Northwestern University

10. Richard O. Hankey, Director, Police Training, Visalia College, Visalia, California

11. Frank M. Boolsen, Asst. Professor of Criminology, Fresno State College, Fresno, California

12. G. D. Gourley, Lieutenant of Police, Los Angeles Police Department, and Instructor of Police Science, University of Southern California

13. Peter M. Kristovich, Asst. Professor, Police School, San Jose State College, San Jose, California

14. Fred F. Fitzgerald, Director, Law Enforcement Division, City College of San Francisco, San Francisco, California

15. John Holstrom, Chief of Police, Berkeley Police Department, Berkeley, California, and Lecturer in Criminology, University of California

16. Donald Berry, Asst. Director, Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California, Berkeley 4, California

17. Ben W. Pavone, Formerly, Chairman, Police Training Division, San Francisco Junior College, Address: 838 Wawona Avenue, Oakland 10, California, Phone Glencourt 2-0244

18. LeRoy Neary, Lieutenant of Police, Berkeley Police Department, Berkeley, California

1. Meeting called to order at 9 A.M.

2. Brief description of organization of Association of College Police Training Officials given by Wilson

3. Hankey appointed Sergeant of Arms

(Note:) Order of Conference Agenda followed in minutes. Roman numerals denote topics discussed as listed on agenda.
II. Report of Committee on Constitution and By-Laws; Prof. V. A. Leonard, Chairman

1. In absence of Leonard, Wilson begun discussion.

2. New proposed Preamble submitted by Pavone.
   (a) Discussion of meaning of term "Accepted Colleges".
   (b) Hankey claims that term "Administration of Criminal Justice" too broad. Sheehan in favor of term. (Discussion re: use of terms "Administration of Criminal Justice" or "Criminology", as used in Preamble)
   (c) Lengthy discussion of term "Criminology", its definition, use and popular meaning.
   (d) With Leonard's presence, new, proposed preamble reviewed.
   (e) Discussion re: advisability of broadening purposes and membership or organization.
   (f) Hankey moved that proposed preamble be accepted in principle but be discussed in detail later. Seconded, no discussion. PASSED.

3. Wilson reopened discussion of term "Criminology" as used in proposed title of organization--"National Academy of Criminology."
   (a) Gourley objected to use of term as not being descriptive of purposes of organization.
   (b) Use of term "Association" in lieu of "Academy" was moved, seconded, and passed.
   (c) Discussion of advisability of name "Association of Criminology".
   (d) Suggestion that use--"National Association of Criminology and Law Enforcement." Dienstein states that latter two terms not divisible.
   (e) Kidd defines criminology as all inclusive term--suggests, "National Association of Schools of Criminology". Discussion.
(f) Hines suggested--"National Association of Educators in Criminology."

(g) Wilson asked Holstrom to give his interpretation of purposes of organization in order to help find a name. Holstrom suggested that purposes are to get college programs on an even basis; to expend college training programs; to coordinate with in-service programs; to unify teaching curricula in various colleges.

(h) Wilson suggested by-passing discussion of selection of name for organization until purposes discussed. Agreed. Vollmer moved to reconsider original motion re preamble (Wilson appointed committee of 3 with Sheehe as Chairman to consider preamble, define criminology, offer suggestions. This committee met during lunch hour)

Mid-Morning Recess.

4. Discussion of Preamble, exclusive of title of organization.

(a) Moved by Hankey to accepted preamble as corrected sans title. Seconded, Passed.

(b) Wilson suggested we discuss title during lunch hour.

5. Discussion of Constitution and By-Laws

(a) Motion to raise initiation fee to $10.00 and retain annual dues rate at $5.00. Seconded and Passed.

6. Meeting adjourned at 12:30 for luncheon.

Conference reconvened at 1:30 P.M.

Telegram: See Next Page

1. Discussion on Constitution and By-Laws continued.

(a) Committee Chairman(Sheehe, Dienstein, and Hine) reported on their recommendations re: definition of Criminology and wording of Preamble (included in correct copy of Preamble.)

2. Question raised re regional chapters. Discussed. Decided to leave subject for discussion at a later meeting,
President Wilson read the following telegram received from Vernon L. Langberg, Director, Police Training Department, University of Houston, Houston, Texas, and Lawrence D. Morrison, Inspector of Police and Director of Training, Houston Police Department:

"REGRET POLICE SCHOOL IN SESSION HERE PREVENTS US FROM BEING WITH YOU TODAY BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCE AND A STRONG ASSOCIATION. WE ARE WITH YOU 100 PERCENT. PLEASE SEND US PROCEEDINGS AND KEEP US ADVISED ON ASSOCIATION BUSINESS"

3. Lengthy discussion regarding following two proposals:

   (1) Leonard: Recommended restricting organization to persons engaged by accepted colleges and Universities in supervising and/or instructing in professional police training curricula (degree programs)

   (2) Holstrom: Suggested that we include in-service training in organization.

      (a) Kreml felt that this point was important and should not be by-passed.

      (b) Leonard moved that term "professional" be withdrawn.


4. Discussion Re. Name for Organization—of the many names submitted, the following were voted upon, including the presently accepted name.

   1. Association of College Police Training Officials
   2. Society for the Advancement of Criminology
   3. Association for Education in Criminology
4. Criminological Education Association
   Vote passed to change (1) above to Association for College
   Police and Criminology Training Officials
   Vote between (1) and (2)--(2) accepted by majority vote,
   name of organization is:---SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
   CRIMINOLOGY

Recessed at 4:00 P. M.

Reconvened at 4:15 P. M.

1. Moved and unanimously approved to accept Preamble as amended and
   as shown in attached copy of revised Constitution and By-Laws.

III Curricula

1. Standardization of Curricula.
   (a) Discussion by Sheehe re; need for job analysis. Sheehe
       suggests two committees; 1. To prepare job analysis.
       2. To study and recommend standard curricula.
       Vollmer and others pointed to job analysis projects under-
       taken, including those in Berkeley and Los Angeles, indi-
       cating that sufficient data available for Committee to
       launch its work.
   (b) Gourley moved that committee on standardization of curricula
       be appointed to consider subjects pertaining thereto.
       Seconded and Passed.
       1. Wilson suggests that committee keep members informed
          of progress.
       2. Suggestion to restrict committee to courses at college
          level.
       2. Consideration of restricting police courses to individuals
          who are specifically criminology majors. Rejected. It was
          generally agreed that no danger exists necessitating restric-
          tion of a subject matter.
3. Schmidt moved that technical courses be restricted to police majors. Seconded, motion VOTED down.

4. Leonard moved police curricula include survey and orientation courses for general student body and for which college credit be offered. Seconded and Passed.

IV Research

1. Leonard moved that committee be appointed to consider entire subject of research. Seconded and Passed.

V In-Service Training

1. Vollmer moved that committee be appointed to consider above subject and offer recommendations. Seconded and Passed.

VI Faculty Recruitment

1. Leonard moved that problem of faculty recruitment be left in secretary's hands. Secretary will act as clearing house for employment. Specifications for positions to be sent to secretary, who will disseminate information to other members. Seconded and Passed.

VII Admission Requirements for Students


VIII Promoting Employment Possibilities for Graduates.

1. Pavone moved that committee be appointed to consider employment problems and to offer suggestions and recommendations. Seconded and Passed.

IX Publication of Journal

1. Sheehe moved that above subject be referred to Publications Committee for appropriate action. Seconded and Passed.

X Professional Fraternity

1. Discussion of Lambda Alpha Epsilon, school fraternities and honor fraternities.
2. Hankey moved that society favor fraternities but not sponsor them. Seconded and Passed.

XI New Business

1. None

XII Election of Officers

1. Wilson appointed nominating committee consisting of August Vollmer, A. M. Kidd, and Ben Pavone

Recessed for dinner at 6:00 P.M.

Reconvened at 7:30 P.M.

(a) Recommendations of Nominating Committee submitted as follows:

President          G. W. Wilson
Vice President     Wm. Dienstein
Sec.-Treasurer     V. A. Leonard
Past-President     W. E. Schmidt

Voted as Recommended

(b) Member of Executive Committee.

Gourley Nominated and Elected

Note: Resolution of Gratitude to A. M. Kidd was moved by August Vollmer. Seconded and Passed. Secretary will dispatch copy of resolution to Kidd.

Kidd elected as Honorary Life Member.

Sheehan, as Chairman of Publications Committee will submit announcement of present meeting to press.

Discussion of methods of acquiring funds for society.

(a) Hine suggested one method and will investigate and report on progress. Involved contact with specified person who might be in sympathy with purposes of society.
(b) Wilson suggested another contact and will investigate further. Secretary permitted to purchase necessary forms and printed material needed in work. Secretary to send copy of minutes to persons circularized but not present.

Although not passed during regular session, it was moved, seconded and passed to appoint a committee to survey university and college criminology training programs, compile a list of same, and submit to secretary for distribution to members.

Adjourned at 9:15 P. M.

Ben W. Pavone
Secretary
MAILING LIST: ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE THIRD CONFERENCE

of the

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE POLICE TRAINING OFFICIALS

August Vollmer
923 Euclid Avenue
Berkeley, California

Dr. Ben W. Pavone
3046 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley, California

David G. Monroe
Institute of Government
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Gordon H. Sheehe
Director, Law Enforcement Program
University of Washington
Seattle 5, Washington

Don L. Koken, Director
Institute of Criminal Law Administration
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Dr. Milton Chernin
Dean of Social Welfare
Campus

Willard E. Schmidt
Director, Police School
San Jose State College
San Jose 14, California

John D. Holstrom
Chief of Police
Lecturer in Criminology
University of California
Berkeley, California

Richard C. Hankey
Instructor in Police Training
Visalia College
Visalia, California

M. Edwin O'Neill
Associate Professor of Criminalistics
University of California
Berkeley, California

Franklin M. Kreml, Director
The Traffic Institute
1704 Judson Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Professor R. L. Anderson
Director of Police Training
University of Wichita
Wichita, Kansas

V. A. Leonard, Chairman
Department of Police Science and Administration
State College of Washington
Pullman, Washington

Rollin M. Perkins
Professor of Law
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

William Dienstein
Associate Professor of Criminology
Fresno State College
Fresno 4, California

J. L. Lingo
Director, Safety Institute
Purdue University
LaFayette, Indiana

Fred Fitzgerald
San Francisco City College
San Francisco, California

Wallace Bessley
Director of Police Training
A & M College
College Station, Texas

Arthur F. Brandstetter
Department of Police Administration
Michigan State College
East Lansing, Michigan
Minutes of Third Conference

I. Minutes of Previous Meetings

1. Minutes read in detail by Favone. Request by members for mimeographed copy of Breakdown of teaching subjects and allocation of hours as outlined and prepared at previous meeting.

(Copy attached.)